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Abstract
All binary projective codes of dimension up to 6 are classiﬁed. Information about the number of the codes with different minimum
distances and automorphism group orders is given.
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1. Introduction
Let Fn2 be the n-dimensional vector space over the Galois ﬁeld F2. The Hamming distance between two vectors of
Fn2 is deﬁned to be the number of coordinates in which they differ. A binary linear [n, k, d]-code is a k-dimensional
linear subspace of Fn2 with a minimum distance d.
A central problem in coding theory is that of optimizing one of the parameters n, k and d for given values of the
other two. Two versions are:
Problem 1. Find d(n, k), the largest value of d for which a binary [n, k, d]-code exists.
Problem 2. Find n(k, d), the smallest value of n for which a binary [n, k, d]-code exists.
An [n(k, d), k, d] code is called n-optimal and an [n, k, d(n, k)] code is called d-optimal.
Another important problem is
Problem 3. Characterize all optimal binary codes.
The exact values of n(k, d) were found for all d and k8 (see [1,17,4] for dimensions 6, 7 and 8). The exact
values of n(k, d) are also known for d4 and every k. Classiﬁcation results on optimal binary codes can be found in
[5,13–16,18,7,3], etc. Classiﬁcation results on projective codes are given in [11,6].
An [n, k, d] code is called a projective code if its dual distance is at least 3. The binary projective codes do not have
zero and repeated coordinates. In this paper we classify all binary projective codes of dimension up to 6. For ﬁxed n
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and k, most of the codes or their dual codes are optimal. Practically, we construct all d-optimal projective codes with
dimension up to 6 and all n- optimal codes with d = 3 and k < 58.
In the second section, we give some preliminary results. We describe the construction method in the third sec-
tion. In the last section, we give information for the number of the codes with different minimum distances and
automorphism group orders. We also present information on the number of self-orthogonal codes and codes with
dual distance 4. In the end, we give the parameters of the projective [n, k6] codes with transitive automorphism
groups.
2. Preliminaries
A generator matrix of a linear [n, k]-code C is any matrix of rank k with rows from C.
The weight w(x) of a codeword x is deﬁned to be the number of its nonzero entries. For a given [n, k, d] code C,
we denote by Ai the number of codewords of weight i in C. The ordered (n+ 1)-tuple of integers (A0, A1, . . . , An) is
called weight distribution of C.
For every u= (u1, . . . , un) and v= (v1, . . . , vn) from Fn2 , u ·v=u1v1 +u2v2 +· · ·+unvn deﬁnes the inner product
in Fn2 . The dual code of C is C⊥ = {v ∈ Fn2 : u · v = 0 ∀u ∈ C}. If C ⊂ C⊥, C is called self-orthogonal.
Two binary codes are equivalent if one can be obtained from the other by a permutation of coordinates. Thus, two
[n, k] codes C1 and C2 are equivalent if there exists a monomial matrix M such that (cM) ∈ C2 for every c ∈ C1.
The permutation  ∈ Sn is an automorphism of C if C = (C). The set of all automorphisms of C forms the
automorphism group Aut(C) of C. Two coordinates i and j are in the same orbit if there is an automorphism  ∈ Aut(C)
such that (i) = j . If all coordinates of C are in the same orbit we call its group Aut(C) transitive.
Codes which are equivalent belong to the same equivalence class. Every code of an equivalence class can serve as
representative for this equivalence class. In many cases, a canonical representative is used, which is selected based
on some speciﬁc conditions. This canonical representative is intended to make easily the distinction between distinct
equivalence classes. Practically it reduces the isomorphism testing of codes (or other structures) to comparing.Moreover,
we use it as a base of the construction algorithm.We will present one possible way to choose a canonical representative.
Let c′ and c′′ be different codewords in a code C. We order the codewords of C in the following way: c′>c′′ iff
c′1 = c′′1 , . . . , c′i−1 = c′′i−1, c′i < c′′i . Denote the code C with ordered codewords by CS (ci>cj ⇐⇒ i < j , for every
ci, cj ∈ CS). Now we can compare codes D and E with the same dimension and length: D>E ⇐⇒ DS>ES
(DS>ES ⇐⇒ d1 = e1, . . . , d(i−1) = e(i−1), di>ei). For the canonical representative of the class of equivalence of the
code C we can take the code B such that B>(C) for every permutation  ∈ Sn.
Let C1, C2, . . . , Cs are all different [n, k] codes which are equivalent to the code B, and let B be a canonical
representative of its class of equivalence. Let i ∈ Sn be a permutation of the coordinates of the code Ci such
that i (Ci) = B, i = 1, . . . , s. We call the permutation i a canonical labelling map for the code Ci deﬁned by B. As
(Ci)=B ∀ ∈ iAut(Ci) the map i is not unique except whenAut(B)={id}.A canonical labelling of the coordinates
of the code Ci is (i (1), i (2), . . . , i (n)). We call the lth coordinate of the code Ci last (or special) in the canonical
labelling if i (l) = n or l is in the same orbit with −1i (n).
Let N = {1, 2, . . . , n} be the set of the coordinates of the code C. An invariant of a coordinate of C is a function
f : N → Z such that if i and j are in the same orbit with respect to Aut(C) then f (i) = f (j).
We call a partition  of N a set {N1, N2, . . . , Nk} of subsets Ni ⊂ N such that Ni ∩ Nj = ∅ for i = j and
N = N1 ∪ N2 ∪ · · · ∪ Nk .
The code C and f deﬁne the partition ={N1, N2, . . . , Nl} such that two coordinates gi, gj are in the same subset of
N ⇐⇒ f (gi) = f (gj ). We denote Ni1>Ni2 ⇐⇒ f (gi1)< f (gi2), for gi1 ∈ Ni1 and gi2 ∈ Ni2 . If Ni>Nj ∀j =
i, j = 1, . . . , l we call the subset Ni minimal and denote it by min(N). Obviously, the subsets N1, N2, . . . , Nl consist
of one ore more orbits with respect to Aut(C).
Let us consider a canonical labelling map with a canonical representative B. Using the code B and the invari-
ant f we can consider a new canonical labelling map deﬁned by the code B ′ = (B), where  is the permutation
which maps (1, 2, . . . , n) to (1, . . . , a1 − 1, a1 + 1, . . . , am − 1, am + 1, . . . , n, a1, a2, . . . , am), where min(N) =
{a1, . . . , am}.
Remark 1. More information about canonical labelling map can be found in the remarkable work of Brendan
McKay [9].
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3. Codes construction
In our work we have used a McKay approach [10] for isomorph rejection.
Let k be a positive integer and H be a k × (2k − 1) matrix whose columns are the distinct nonzero vectors of Fk2 .
The code having H as a generator matrix is called a simplex code. Let us denote by M the (2k − 1)× (2k − 1) matrix of
the nonzero codewords of the simplex code with dimension k . To construct every projective code, we use the fact that
it is a punctured version of the corresponding simplex code. In other words, the codewords of every projective code C
are obtained by taking some ﬁxed number of the columns of the matrix M. We will say that the code C is deﬁned by
these columns of M.
The main idea using McKay-type approach is to construct recursively new child codes from parent codes. In our
case if a parent code is deﬁned by n columns of the matrix M the child code will be deﬁned by these columns plus a
new column from M. As child codes will be accepted only those codes that pass a parent test and an isomorphism test.
In the parent test we need a canonical labelling [10] of the coordinates of the codes. The parent test can be passed
by those child codes which last added coordinate is last in the canonical labelling. From the child codes which passed
the parent test we take only one representative from each class of equivalence.
The construction algorithm: Start from an empty set and recursively do the following. For a given code in the search
tree, construct all possible child codes obtained by adding one coordinate. For each such child, carry out the parent test
and, for those who survive the parent test, carry out isomorph rejection with the isomorphism test among those codes
that come from the same parent.
An advantage of the algorithm for our investigation is that we have to ﬁnd an isomorphism only between the children
of one parent.
We will prove that our algorithm generates all nonequivalent binary projective codes of a given length n by induction
to the depth of the recursion.
Lemma 1. The given algorithm generates all nonequivalent binary projective codes of a given length n3.
Proof. We start from an empty set. As projective codes of lengths 1 and 2 do not exist, we take the [1,1] code in depth
1, and the [2,2] code in depth 2. In depth 3 we obtain two projective codes of length 3 as children of the [2,2] code with
parameters [3,3,1] and [3,2,2] and they are all projective codes of this length.
Suppose that we have constructed all nonequivalent projective codes of length n− 1> 2 in depth n− 1 and they are
C1, C2, . . . , Ct . We have to prove that:
(1) Any binary projective code of length n is equivalent to a code obtained by our algorithm;
(2) The child codes of one parent are not equivalent to the child codes of another parent.
(1) Let C be a binary projective code of length n. If C∗ is the code obtained from C by deleting the last coordinate then
C∗ is a projective code of length n− 1. Therefore, C∗ is equivalent to one of the codes C1, . . . , Ct . Without loss of
generality C∗C1. Let A∗ and A1 are (2k − 1) × (n − 1) matrices whose rows are the all nonzero codewords of
C∗ and C1, respectively. Then G1 =MG∗M∗ where M is a monomial (2k − 1)× (2k − 1) and M∗ is a monomial
(n − 1) × (n − 1) matrix. It follows that the code C′ generated by the matrix (G1|Mx), where x is the column
corresponding to the last coordinate of C, is equivalent to C. Let (a1, a2, . . . , an) be the canonical labelling of the
coordinates of C′. If n is last in the canonical labelling then we construct C′ as a child code from C1. Otherwise,
if l is last in the canonical labelling we can change the lth and the nth coordinates. In the new code C′′ n will be
last in the canonical labelling of the coordinates. The ﬁrst n− 1 coordinates of C′′ deﬁne a code equivalent to one
of the codes C1, . . . , Ct , say C2. Similarly, we can take a vector-column x2 such that (C2|x2)C′′. Since the ﬁrst
n − 1 coordinates of the codes (C2|x2), C′′and their canonical representative B deﬁne equivalent codes, and nth
coordinate is last for the C′′ and B, then it is last for the code (C2|x2), too.
(2) Suppose that (C|x)(C∗|x∗) where (C|x) and (C∗|x∗) are projective codes of length n which have passed the
parent test. Hence the nth coordinate is last for both codes. Therefore, CC∗B∗ where B∗ is the canonical
representative of (C|x) and (C∗|x∗) without the nth coordinate.
For an isomorphism test we use the algorithm from [2]. This algorithm gives us also the canonical labelling map.
For a parent test we use new canonical labelling map deﬁned by this one and an invariant f which we will describe now.
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Consider an [n, k, d] code C and order its nonzero codewords. To C we juxtapose a vector t of length 2k − 1 such that








where Ti ={j : vj [i]= 0} and T ={1, 2, . . . , 2k − 1}. This invariant collects information about the weight enumerator
of the code obtained from C by deleting the ith coordinate and also how we reduce the spectrum of C to obtain the new
spectrum. The complexity of the calculating of the vector t of a child code from the corresponding vector of its parent
code is O(2k). The complexity of the calculating of f for all coordinates is O(n2k).
For the parent test we calculate the invariant f ﬁrst. If n /∈min(N) we can reject the code because the nth coordinate
is not last in the canonical labelling map deﬁned by using f. So we need the concrete canonical labelling only if
n ∈ min(N). The calculating of a canonical labelling is computationally more expensive than the calculating of the
invariant f in the cases of codes with speciﬁc structure or large automorphism group.
Remark 2. In geometrical aspect, we can deﬁne a binary projective [n, k, d] code as a setC of n points inPG(k−1, 2)
such that (a) each hyperplane of PG(k− 1, 2) meets C in at most n− d points and (b) there is a hyperplane meeting C
in exactly n− d points. This deﬁnition is equivalent to the one given in Section 2. It is easy to see that projective codes
are equivalent if and only if the corresponding sets of points are projectively equivalent. In this work all nonequivalent
sets of points in PG(5, 2) (all orbits under PGL(6, 2) of projective n-subsets of PG(5, 2)) have been computed.
4. Classiﬁcation results
We run the algorithm to depth 32. The calculation took about four days of CPU time on a 1800MHz PC.We can ﬁnd
all other nonequivalent codes with dimension 6 and length up to 63 as complements of these codes to the simplex code.
Practically, we compute codeswith length 32 twice for veriﬁcation: ﬁrst, with the algorithm and then as a complement of
codeswith length 31.We found 284625281 nonequivalent projective codeswith length up to 32. The number of all codes
whichwe consider (candidates for child codes) is 8252302118. For these codeswe calculate only invariant f. The number
of the codes forwhichwe compute canonical labelling is 331742121.We save information for all these codes—generator
matrices in compressive form, minimum weight, maximum weight, order of automorphism group (not more than a 100
symbols for a code) in a 9GB ﬁle. We write the generator matrix as a hexadecimal vector. For example the binary vec-
tor with length 64 v = (1101, 0010, 0000, 0000, 0000, 0000, 0000, 0000, 0000, 0000, 0000, 0000, 0000, 0000, 0000,
0000) has the following hexadecimal presentation: b400000000000000. We can consider the binary presentation of a
nonzero coordinate of a vector v as a column vector of a generator matrix of the code C. The nonzero coordinates of







InAppendixA, we present general information on the binary projective codes of dimensions 4, 5 and 6. For each length
the common number of the nonequivalent codes is given. Then the number of codes having the corresponding minimum
distance is written as a power of this minimum distance. After the string ‘AUT’ there is information for the order of the
automorphism group of the codes with given length and dimension. The number of the codes having automorphism
groups with the same order is written ﬁrst and the order of the automorphism groups of the codes is written as a power.
Remark 3. The uniqueness of some binary linear [n, k, d] codes for given parameters is well known.We note some of
them inAppendixAusing the following notations:Sk—the simplex [2k−1, k, 2k−1] code;RM(1, k)—theReed–Muller
[2k, k+1, 2k−1] code;Hk—the Hamming [2k−1, 2k−1−k, 3] code;MD(k,m)—the MacDonald [2k−2m, k, 2k−1−
2m−1] code.
Similar information (without information on automorphism groups) about binary projective self-orthogonal codes
and binary projective codes with dual distance 4 with dimensions 5 and 6 is given in Appendix B and C.
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Remark 4. The binary linear codes of dimension k with dual distance 4 can be considered as caps in the projective
geometry PG(k − 1, 2). Those codes which cannot be extended by adding a column to codes with dual distance
4 deﬁne complete caps. Classiﬁcations of complete caps in PG(k, 2), k5, are done in [8,12]. As a veriﬁcation
of our computations we note that the number of complete caps between all the caps in PG(4, 2) and PG(5, 2)
(see Appendix C) coincides with the number of the caps in Tables 2 and 3 in [8].
The generator matrices, weight spectrums, and automorphism groups order on all binary projective codes with
transitive automorphism group are listed in Appendix D.
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Appendix A. Number of the projective codes in dimension 4, 5 and 6
k = 4 n = 4 #1 11,
AUT: 124,
k = 4 n = 5 #3 12, 21,
AUT: 112, 1120, 124,
k = 4 n = 6 #4 11, 23,
AUT: 172, 18, 112, 148,
k = 4 n = 7 #5 11, 23, 31 − H3,
AUT: 148, 28, 1168, 124,
k = 4 n = 8 #6 11, 22, 32, 41 − RM(1, 3),MD(4, 3),
AUT: 124, 11344, 28, 148, 1168,
k = 4 n = 9 #5 21, 32, 42,
AUT: 1192, 18, 112, 172, 148,
k = 4 n = 10 #4 31, 43,
AUT: 164,124, 112, 1120,
k = 4 n = 11 #3 42, 51,
AUT: 1192, 148, 124,
k = 4 n = 12 #2 51, 61 − MD(4, 2),
AUT: 148, 1576,
k = 4 n = 13 #1 61,
AUT: 1192,
k = 4 n = 14 #1 71 − MD(4, 1),
AUT: 11344,
k = 4 n = 15 #1 81 − S4,
AUT: 120160,
k = 5 n = 5 #1 11,
AUT: 1120,
k = 5 n = 6 #4 13, 21,
AUT: 136, 1720, 1120, 148,
k = 5 n = 7 #8 14, 24,
AUT: 272, 348, 116, 112, 1144,
k = 5 n = 8 #15 15, 210,
AUT: 548,124,112,38,216,1384,132,1168,
k = 5 n = 9 #29 16,219,34,
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AUT: 2144,34,112,224,68,548,2336,216,232,172,1384,1192,11344,
k = 5 n = 10 #46 15,224,314,43,
AUT: 312,110,1144,11008,108,1720,54,22,748,416,332,3192,11920,172,124,1336,1384,
k = 5 n = 11 #64 14,221,327,412,
AUT: 548,114,62, 98, 312, 916, 110, 532, 11920, 296, 424, 2192, 2120, 16, 1384, 264,
k = 5 n = 12 #89 13, 216, 332, 438,
AUT: 1216, 912, 122, 134, 236, 118, 26, 648, 296, 632, 524, 11152, 11, 264, 12304, 3192, 1128,
k = 5 n = 13 #112 12, 211, 325, 465, 59,
AUT: 214, 136, 1112, 848, 46, 152, 168, 1216, 732, 11152, 31, 1144, 264,3192, 124, 1768, 2576, 296, 1128,
k = 5 n = 14 #128 11, 26, 316, 465, 537, 63,
AUT: 1048, 274, 912, 1516, 168, 36, 242, 224, 31, 364, 632, 3192, 12688, 2128, 1768, 296, 1384,
k = 5 n = 15 #144 11, 23, 39, 446, 563, 621, 71,
AUT: 2720, 1348, 224, 1616, 302, 210, 76, 264, 31, 188, 412, 364, 12688, 4192, 120160, 432, 1144,2128, 12304, 1576, 136,
1384, 11344,
k = 5 n = 16 #145 11, 22, 34, 425, 553, 657, 72, 81 − RM(1, 4),MD(5, 4),
AUT: 2720, 1144, 1348, 210, 76, 264, 1616, 188, 302, 31, 364, 11344, 1322560, 4192, 1384, 432, 136, 412, 1576, 224, 2128,
12304, 12688, 120160,
k = 5 n = 17 #129 21, 32, 411, 529, 671, 714, 81,
AUT: 1516, 1048, 242, 274, 168, 224,912,31,36,364,632,121504,3192,296,1384,2128,1768,12688,
k = 5 n = 18 #113 31,45,512,649,741,85,
AUT: 1216,168,848,214,152,46,31,1112,136,732,3192,13072,2576,296,1128,264,1144,11152,1768,124,
k = 5 n = 19 #91 42,55,621,741,822,
AUT: 648,1216,912,134,122,26,524,3192,19216,1768,118,632,1128,264,236,11,11152,296,12304,
k = 5 n = 20 #67 52,68,720,834,93,
AUT: 110,114,548,2120,1768,13072,2384,312,264,424,916,98,2192,532,62,16,296,11920,
k = 5 n = 21 #50 63,78,824,913,102,
AUT: 1720,4192,21920,11024,2384,172,108,312,748,1144,11008,54,416,1336,332, 22, 110, 124,
k = 5 n = 22 #34 73, 811, 913, 107,
AUT: 11152, 1128, 2192, 1768, 13072, 548, 68, 2336, 224, 11344, 2144, 34, 216, 232, 1384, 112, 172,
k = 5 n = 23 #21 84, 97, 109, 111,
AUT: 1768, 2128, 12688, 2384, 121504, 548, 38, 1168, 112, 124, 216, 132,
k = 5 n = 24 #14 93, 107, 113, 121 − MD(5, 3),
AUT: 1384, 164512, 2128, 1768, 12688,116, 112, 272, 348, 1144,
k = 5 n = 25 #9 103, 114, 122,
AUT: 19216, 1128, 1192, 11152, 1768, 148, 136, 1120, 1720,
k = 5 n = 26 #5 112, 123,
AUT: 13072, 1384, 1192, 11920, 1120,
k = 5 n = 27 #3 122, 131,
AUT: 19216, 12304, 1384,
k = 5 n = 28 #2 131, 141 − MD(5, 2),
AUT: 12304, 164512,
k = 5 n = 29 #1 141,
AUT: 121504,
k = 5 n = 30 #1 151 − MD(5, 1),
AUT: 1322560,
k = 5 n = 31 #1 161 − S5,
AUT: 19999360,
k = 6n = 6 #1 11,
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AUT: 1720,
k = 6 n = 7 #5 14, 21,
AUT: 2144, 1240, 15040, 1720,
k = 6 n = 8 #14 18, 26,
AUT: 1720, 4144, 348, 1240, 124, 11152, 1192, 172, 196,
k = 6 n = 9 #38 115, 223,
AUT: 948, 11296, 2192, 296, 332, 212, 272, 1128, 324, 516, 3144, 18, 2288, 1384, 1336,
k = 6 n = 10 #105 129, 272, 34,
AUT: 532, 1916, 496, 2576, 712, 128, 464, 1128,524, 5144, 1748, 31008, 84, 1120, 2288, 4192, 172, 2384, 13840, 1336, 12688,
k = 6 n = 11 #273 146, 2188, 337, 42,
AUT: 996, 1576, 1224, 4916, 1832, 10192, 1128, 812, 14032, 448, 21008, 414, 172, 16, 1120, 210, 8144, 2648, 2288, 564,
1720, 6384, 13840, 21920, 11344, 2336, 18064, 11152,
k = 6 n = 12 #700 164, 2395, 3214, 427,
AUT: 4232, 1564, 8516, 2496, 14192, 5144, 21344, 51152, 120, 1374, 882, 1612, 241, 66, 1448, 2324, 3648, 136, 372, 2288,
1432, 1576, 2240, 2120, 210, 7384, 4128, 21920, 123040, 13840, 1672, 1336, 11536, 1256,
k = 6 n = 13 #1794 189, 2695, 3757, 4253,
AUT: 3464, 7832, 16516, 51152, 20192, 24032, 4724, 3784, 3602, 166, 1801, 3298, 3612, 5144, 5448, 4196, 372, 1720,
4576, 220, 636, 9128, 8384, 123040, 2768, 13840, 1240, 1672, 3256, 11536, 12304,
k = 6 n = 14 #4579 1112, 21071, 31840, 41545, 511,
AUT: 31016, 156448, 6224, 9454, 1168, 6738, 11262, 9281, 14932, 7348, 5296, 6576, 61152,7612, 24192, 4864, 366, 114,
272, 636, 23128, 3768, 9384, 31536, 22304, 5144, 3288, 14032, 3256, 14608, 1512,
k = 6 n = 15 #11635 1128, 21460, 33398, 46119, 5525, 65,
AUT: 24032, 1360, 12208, 1120, 21014, 41152, 55216, 5896, 37561, 30942, 13212, 9348, 886, 6664, 9124, 23, 672, 1240,
2720, 336, 4144, 22192, 50128, 17384, 7288, 31536, 220, 32304, 210, 1576, 13456, 5256, 4768, 14608, 1512, 12688,
k = 6 n = 16 #29091 1144, 21785, 35093, 415853, 56109, 6107,
AUT: 3120, 36932, 43374, 129281, 20068, 11264, 88616, 13824, 75652, 18212, 1896, 93, 260, 11048, 2240, 472, 736,
15144, 4720, 111520, 4896, 38192, 59128, 22384, 7576, 4288, 910, 220, 21152, 32688, 7768, 9256, 51536, 2512, 11024, 136864,
12304, 15376, 120160,
k = 6 n = 17 #70600 1145, 21984, 36529, 429025, 530232, 62683, 72,
AUT: 6196, 129516, 52832, 32418, 78964, 43192, 390861, 171982, 160, 28312, 2756, 3120, 93, 15024, 13648, 2240,
39384, 111520, 1136, 4720, 21440, 18364, 64128, 5576, 420, 1010, 12144, 61152, 372, 28064, 240320, 10768, 10256, 61536,
3288, 3512, 52688, 11024, 112288, 22304, 19216, 15376, 11344, 1322560,
k = 6 n = 18 #164705 1129, 21989, 37384, 441375, 583378, 630380, 769, 81,
AUT: 69132, 129924, 49578, 188416, 1062221, 361242, 12160, 16748, 3956, 1120, 17624, 43412, 9144, 153, 7396, 118,
1172, 2720, 1240, 52384, 28564, 14768, 936, 1432, 21440, 70128, 51192, 420, 210, 18064, 1120960, 62688, 71152, 14256, 24608,
4288, 51536, 210752, 22304, 4512, 21024, 13072, 16144, 2576, 112288, 11344, 121504, 140320, 143008,
k = 6 n = 19 #366089 1113, 21799, 37428, 449110, 5149230, 6152012, 76384, 813,
AUT: 202604, 696262, 2629841, 20248, 71818, 25524, 267316, 54712, 6356, 453, 87532, 972, 2736, 36564, 18768,
14144, 75192, 106128, 48384, 7796, 32688, 24608, 52304, 19256, 25376, 61536, 210752, 41152, 8576, 21024, 4512, 16144, 43072,
29216, 136864, 11344, 143008,
k = 6 n = 20 #770232 191, 21489, 36685, 450328, 5197792, 6410022, 7103234,8591,
AUT: 22248, 99748, 71312, 301324, 5974181, 1248282, 355916, 453, 8556, 120832, 720, 10696, 31324, 160, 12144,
85192, 42464, 29256, 3120, 610, 2240, 3136, 572, 6576, 127128, 50384, 17768, 52304, 14608, 1320, 132256, 25376, 51152,
5288, 123040, 81536, 8512, 31024, 53072, 1184320, 26144, 29216, 118432, 136864, 12688, 110752,
k = 6 n = 21 #1528188 167, 21124, 35429, 445409, 5212276, 6692388,7549030, 822465,
AUT: 33924, 437354, 11144, 131988, 12524901, 2087452, 21008, 1336, 2710, 457216, 13096, 920, 142, 11146, 96912,
1572, 27448, 7120, 74192, 50164, 42256, 157332, 143128, 2720, 1836, 114, 1432, 15040, 503, 17, 1240, 118, 55384, 71152,
17768, 34608, 1160, 1320, 132256, 7288, 13456, 123040, 31920, 101536, 14512, 31024, 161440, 63072, 36144, 2576, 22304, 112288,
110752,
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k = 6 n = 22 #2852541 150, 2775, 33975, 436487, 5193925, 6842032, 71450844, 8324268, 9185,
AUT: 576616, 171278, 609554, 24328631, 3290772, 820, 40324, 114012, 15856, 19144, 3436, 33348, 1872, 2710, 4240,
3720, 13296, 190932, 178128, 10576, 86192, 53064, 26768, 7120, 1313, 1160, 61152, 53384, 46256, 101536, 31920, 2288,
19512, 1320, 91024, 23072, 161440, 29216, 26144, 22304, 23840, 2336, 21008, 12688,111520, 22048, 112288,
k = 6 n = 23 #5002807 134, 2499, 32630, 426215, 5154664, 6814153, 72300240, 81664427, 939924, 1021,
AUT: 214498, 833744, 4902102, 49824, 697116, 820, 43930151, 19576, 131712, 39848, 160, 4240, 9576, 85192, 61264,
1072, 209232, 23768, 610, 15496, 61152, 3736, 1303, 2120, 11288, 22144, 68384, 201128, 64256, 101536, 21512, 1320,
111024, 53072, 24608, 1184320, 118432, 23840, 6336, 2672, 1168, 12688, 11344, 1720, 16144, 121504, 22304, 22048, 136864,
k = 6 n = 24 #8239576 121, 2300, 31598, 416898, 5108892, 6662780, 72547025, 84146456, 9753455, 102151,
AUT: 56824, 259638, 804216, 1106154, 6940822, 73919991, 23156, 2172, 157612, 17144, 232432, 19396, 46448,
65764, 71152, 101192, 77384, 1073, 2636, 11288, 13456, 224128, 27512, 80256, 111536, 121024, 53072, 24608, 19768,
1110592, 8336, 21008, 2672, 42688, 3168, 26144, 11344, 1516096, 22048, 118432, 12304, 112288, 121504,
k = 6 n = 25 #12742312 114, 2168, 3894, 49856, 568014, 6467576, 72200244, 86046697, 93846346, 10102500, 113,
AUT: 9361212, 116140231, 1427004, 302188, 2720, 66424, 72064, 124192, 264032, 880916, 249128, 22996, 47948,
25144, 5240, 50384, 29046, 177412, 2513, 1110, 1320, 4120, 4636, 2072, 92256, 9576, 29512, 51152, 131536, 35768, 160,
101024, 53072, 136864, 11008, 14032, 11344, 9336, 4168, 36144, 32688, 173728, 121504, 264512, 22048, 14096, 25376,
k = 6 n = 26 #18504121 19, 291, 3461, 45231, 537832, 6289667, 71581979, 86043766, 98991699, 101552760, 11625, 121,
AUT: 170638721, 12092862, 1746924, 351718, 6240, 279932, 952516, 81564, 121192, 21920, 283128, 72124, 33806,
4610, 2160, 1320, 2513, 199312, 30144, 50248, 14120, 4536, 24296, 5288, 1472, 55384, 7576, 31152, 101256, 111536, 32512,
30768, 91024, 34608, 136864, 21344, 22048, 2720, 1672, 2168, 6336, 83072, 111520, 36144, 29216, 22688, 218432, 124576, 22304,
14096, 25376,
k = 6 n = 27 #25238326 15, 248, 3228, 42542, 518815, 6158581, 7978152, 84649716, 911986035, 107306592, 11137552,
1260,
AUT: 234745131, 994116, 88164, 26396, 31440, 50648, 14958522, 226312, 151840, 75724, 2051024, 60384, 403888,
298432, 14120, 37826, 1723, 2160, 4610, 128192, 1320, 118, 333128, 111256, 1872, 3136, 11288, 21144, 41152, 131536,
11296, 33512, 131024, 1110592, 4240, 21344, 14608, 22768, 2576, 22048, 1672,2720, 103072, 31920, 26144, 3336, 418432, 29216,
18064, 173728, 112288, 11008,
k = 6 n = 28 #32339615 13, 224, 3108, 41158, 58418, 676982, 7527718, 82950388, 910727929, 1015580010, 112461104,
125773,
AUT: 52248, 1073516, 64384, 140320, 21344, 302657611, 447688, 98264, 303332, 17731162, 25596, 80724, 184, 44126,
6120, 2315374, 239012, 3503, 1110, 1220, 1168, 142, 132192, 31440, 5436, 1472, 214, 17, 361128, 26144, 114256, 35512,
171536, 6288, 23768, 160, 6576, 103072, 31008, 4240, 14032, 121024, 32048, 31152, 49216, 42304, 1258048, 36144, 212288,
118432, 173728, 136864,
k = 6 n = 29 #38939167 12, 212, 348, 4500, 53434, 633277, 7249752, 81599581, 97288293, 1018621717, 1110888743,
12253807, 131,
AUT: 318732, 108964, 365983191, 20137352, 477828, 2534024, 47456, 253012, 3533, 335128, 1148316, 54948,
119192, 5136, 51152, 37768, 23496, 85224, 37144, 1172, 6288, 72384, 127256, 31512, 221536, 4576, 11008, 3336, 32048,
18064, 12688, 91024, 69216, 186016, 264512, 93072, 44608, 36144, 32304, 24096,124576, 112288,
k=6 n=30 #44065939 11, 26, 322, 4204, 51300, 612941, 7103923, 8752544, 94045844, 1014761621, 1120977052, 123409270,
131210, 141,
AUT: 415282501, 21934852, 265312, 505258, 2668544, 89724, 21696, 1210416, 48276, 352128, 22144, 160, 2183,
118, 3036, 322732, 2472, 1410, 1360, 1420, 57848, 2432, 114064, 116192, 77384, 2240, 8288, 42768, 126256, 2720, 261536,
223040, 101152, 6336, 4120, 30512, 2320, 2168, 32688, 83072, 32048, 91024, 321504, 42304, 1645120, 46144, 186016, 29216,
54608, 24096, 173728, 118432, 112288, 143008,
k = 6 n = 31 #46875729 11, 23, 310, 483, 5463, 64595, 738207, 8309021, 91904532, 108800701, 1122261786, 1213298702,
13257551, 1473, 151,
AUT: 442332071, 22895292, 2727774, 67384, 261112, 526878, 5236, 51096, 1209916, 97524, 3903, 56948, 337232,
5110, 1620, 360, 2472, 107464, 23696, 94192, 430128, 4240, 10120, 211520, 4576, 57768, 27144, 211536, 223040, 113256,
2720, 6336, 21008, 26512, 2320, 4160, 5168, 41152,21920, 123072, 72304, 32048, 32688, 1645120, 421504, 19999360, 46144,
49216, 1258048, 101024, 3288, 14608, 212288, 1516096, 11344, 264512, 118432, 136864, 143008, 1322560,
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k = 6 n = 32 #46875730 11, 22, 34, 433, 5159, 61511, 712525, 8111163, 9772132, 104256108, 1115460946, 1222540719,
133711510, 148915, 151, 161 − RM(1, 5),MD(6, 5),
AUT: 442332071, 22895292, 2727774, 526878, 1209916, 51096, 3903, 261112, 97524, 1620, 360, 5110, 2472,
56948,337232, 107464, 94192, 23696, 430128, 67384, 10120, 211520, 4576, 5236, 57768, 4240, 223040, 27144, 2720, 21008,
113256, 14608, 4160, 2320, 211536, 26512, 41152, 3288, 5168, 6336, 21920, 72304, 123072, 32048, 32688, 1322560, 1319979520,
421504, 143008, 264512, 101024, 136864, 46144, 49216, 118432, 212288, 1516096, 11344, 1258048, 1645120, 19999360,
k = 6 n= 33 #44065940 21, 32, 412, 553, 6473, 73711,835258, 9271045, 101734360, 118001319, 1220823754, 1312861939,
14334005, 157, 161,
AUT: 415282501, 21934852, 265312, 505258, 2668544, 89724, 21696, 1210416, 48276, 352128, 22144, 160, 2183,
118, 3036, 322732, 2472, 1410, 1360, 1420, 57848, 2432, 114064, 116192, 77384, 2240, 8288, 42768, 126256, 2720, 261536,
223040, 101152, 6336, 4120, 30512, 2320, 2168, 32688, 83072, 32048, 91024, 321504, 42304, 1645120, 46144, 186016, 29216,
54608, 24096, 173728, 118432, 112288, 143008, 110321920,
k=6 n=34 #38939168 31, 45, 517, 6143, 71023, 89986, 982630, 10605121, 113334202, 1212509164, 1318927652, 143467119,
152103, 162,
AUT: 318732, 108964, 365983191, 20137352, 477828, 2534024, 47456, 253012, 3533, 335128, 1148316, 54948,
119192, 5136, 51152, 37768, 23496, 85224, 37144, 1172, 6288, 72384, 127256, 31512, 221536, 4576, 11008, 3336, 32048,
18064, 12688, 91024, 69216, 186016, 264512, 93072, 44608, 36144, 32304,24096, 124576, 112288, 1688128,
k = 6 n = 35 #32339617 42, 56, 641, 7269, 82586, 922018, 10181878, 111162030, 125570756, 1315016920, 1410119401,
15263582, 16128,
AUT: 52248, 1073516, 64384, 140320, 21344, 302657611, 447688, 98264, 303332, 17731162, 25596, 80724, 184, 44126,
6120, 2315374, 239012, 3503, 1110, 1220, 1168, 142, 132192, 31440, 5436, 1472, 214, 17, 361128, 26144, 114256, 35512,
171536, 6288, 23768, 160,6576, 103072, 31008, 4240, 14032, 121024, 32048, 31152, 49216, 42304, 1258048, 36144, 212288,
118432, 273728, 136864, 12064384,
k = 6 n = 36 #25238329 52, 613, 767, 8629, 95215, 1047345, 11343890, 121987406, 137692725, 1412581053, 152571507,
168477,
AUT: 234745131, 994116, 88164, 26396, 31440, 50648, 14958522, 226312, 151840, 75724, 2051024, 60384, 403888,
298432, 14120, 37826, 1723, 2160, 4610, 128192, 1320, 118, 333128, 111256, 1872, 3136, 11288, 21144, 41152, 131536,
11296, 33512, 131024, 1110592, 4240, 21344, 14608, 22768, 2576, 22048, 1672, 2720, 103072, 31920, 26144, 3336, 418432, 29216,
18064, 273728, 212288, 11008, 1294912,
k= 6 n= 37 #18504126 64, 718, 8147, 91127, 1010822, 1186930, 12589841, 132907817, 148398926, 156276930, 16231562,
172,
AUT: 170638721, 12092862, 1746924, 351718, 6240, 279932, 952516, 81564, 121192, 21920, 283128, 72124, 33806,
4610, 2160, 1320, 2513, 199312, 30144, 50248, 14120, 4536, 24296, 5288, 1472, 55384, 7576, 31152, 101256, 111536, 32512,
30768, 91024, 34608, 136864, 21344, 22048, 2720, 1672, 2168, 6336, 83072, 111520, 46144, 29216, 22688, 218432, 124576, 22304,
14096, 25376, 198304, 112288, 161440, 13840,
k= 6 n= 38 #12742321 75, 835, 9228, 102228, 1118916, 12147985, 13875855, 143619918, 156480540, 161594288, 172322,
181,
AUT: 9361212, 116140231, 1427004, 302188, 2720, 66424, 72064, 124192, 264032, 880916, 249128, 22996, 47948,
25144, 5240, 50384, 29046, 177412, 2513, 1110, 1320, 4120, 4636, 2072, 92256, 9576, 29512, 61152, 141536, 35768, 160,
101024, 53072, 236864, 11008, 14032, 11344, 9336, 4168, 46144, 32688, 173728, 121504, 264512, 22048, 24096, 25376, 1294912,
124576, 13840, 123040,
k = 6 n= 39 #8239590 88, 946, 10424, 113608, 1231719, 13217988, 141151075, 153576454, 163119211, 17138931, 18126,
AUT: 56824, 259638, 804216, 1106154, 6940822, 73919991, 23156, 2172, 157612, 17144, 232432, 19396, 46448, 65764,
71152, 101192, 78384, 1073, 2636, 11288, 13456, 224128, 28512, 80256, 141536, 121024, 53072, 34608, 19768, 1110592, 8336,
21008, 2672, 42688, 3168, 26144, 11344, 1516096, 22048, 118432, 32304, 212288, 121504, 12064384, 24096, 124576, 186016,
k = 6 n = 40 #5002828 99, 1080, 11620, 125914, 1345593, 14291394, 151275318, 162598637, 17780507, 184756,
AUT: 214498, 833744, 4902102, 49824, 697116, 820, 43930151, 19576, 131712, 39848, 160, 4240, 9576, 85192, 61264,
1072, 209232, 24768, 610, 15496, 61152, 3736, 1303, 2120, 11288, 22144, 69384, 201128, 67256, 151536, 23512, 1320,
121024, 53072, 24608, 1184320, 118432, 23840, 6336, 2672, 1168, 12688, 11344, 1720, 16144, 121504, 22304, 22048, 136864,
124576, 24096, 186016, 212288, 1688128, 15376,
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k = 6 n = 41 #2852575 1015, 11101, 12987, 138138, 1461001, 15336072, 161163772, 171201416, 1881056, 1917,
AUT: 576616, 171278, 609554, 24328631, 3290772, 820, 40324, 114012, 15856, 19144, 3436, 33348, 1872, 2710, 4240,
3720, 13296, 190932, 181128, 10576, 86192, 53064, 28768, 7120, 1313, 1160, 61152, 54384, 52256, 151536, 31920, 2288,
21512, 1320, 111024, 23072, 161440, 29216, 46144, 32304, 23840, 2336, 21008, 12688, 111520, 22048, 212288, 136864, 14096,
124576, 198304, 210752, 143008, 24608,
k = 6 n = 42 #1528238 1116, 12155, 131266, 1410822, 1570540, 16340387, 17791009, 18312279, 191756, 208,
AUT: 33924, 437354, 11144, 131988, 12524901, 2087452, 21008, 1336, 2710, 457216, 13096, 920, 142, 11146, 96912,
1572, 27448, 7120, 74192, 50364, 52256, 157332, 148128, 2720, 1836, 114, 1432, 15040, 503, 17, 1240, 118, 58384, 71152,
18768, 44608, 1160, 2320, 232256, 7288, 13456, 223040, 31920, 171536, 18512, 61024, 361440, 63072, 76144, 2576, 32304, 312288,
210752, 132768,
k = 6 n = 43 #770299 1223, 13180, 141672, 1512285, 1674527, 17282084, 18364340, 1935075, 20113,
AUT: 22248, 99748, 71312, 301324, 5974181, 1248282, 355916, 453, 8556, 120832, 720, 10696, 31324, 160, 12144,
86192, 43064, 38256, 3120, 610, 2240, 3136, 572, 6576, 138128, 53384, 21768, 52304, 14608, 2320, 132256, 25376, 51152, 5288,
131536, 23840, 123040, 17512, 81024, 73072, 1184320, 46144, 29216, 118432, 136864, 12688, 110752, 124576, 198304, 212288,
22048, 161440,
k = 6 n = 44 #366180 1324, 14235, 151830, 1613250, 1766862, 18185142, 1997025, 201811, 211,
AUT: 202604, 696262, 2629841, 20248, 71818, 25524, 267316, 54712, 6356, 453, 87632, 972, 2736, 37764, 23768,
14144, 77192, 119128, 57384, 7796, 121536, 32688, 24608, 52304, 30256, 25376, 210752, 61152, 8576, 16512, 46144, 81024,
63072, 29216, 236864, 11344, 143008, 1294912, 124576, 14096, 22048, 173728,
k = 6 n = 45 #1648181430, 15244, 162013, 1712114, 1852562, 1984032, 2013796, 2126, 221,
AUT: 69432, 129924, 49578, 188416, 1062221, 361242, 12160, 16748, 3956, 1120, 17624, 43412, 9144, 153, 7396, 118,
1172, 2720, 1240, 63384, 30064, 15768, 936, 1432, 21440, 91128, 55192, 420, 210, 16512, 30256, 131536, 18064, 1120960,
62688, 81152, 34608, 4288, 210752, 91024, 46144, 22304, 33072, 2576, 112288, 11344, 121504, 140320, 143008, 198304, 218432,
14096, 22048, 136864, 124576,
k = 6 n = 46 #70729 1530, 16280, 171822, 1810383, 1932473, 2024973, 21759, 229,
AUT: 6196, 129516, 53132, 32418, 78964, 46192, 390861, 171982, 160, 28312, 2756, 3120, 93, 15024, 13648, 2240,
48384, 111520, 1136, 4720, 21440, 20764, 91128, 5576, 420, 1010, 12144, 61152, 372, 18512, 161536, 26256, 12768, 28064,
240320, 3288, 52688, 32048, 71024, 212288, 22304, 19216, 15376, 11344, 1688128, 1322560, 36144, 23072, 24096, 124576, 186016,
k = 6 n = 47 #29236 1638, 17243, 181652, 197378, 2015691, 214153, 2280, 231,
AUT: 3120, 37232, 43374, 129281, 20068, 14264, 88616, 13824, 75652, 18212, 1896, 93, 260, 11048, 2240, 472, 736,
15144, 4720, 111520, 4896, 223040, 45192, 85128, 26384, 7576, 4288, 910, 220, 14608, 181536, 2320, 18512, 27256, 31152,
32688, 9768, 32048, 51024, 136864, 12304, 15376, 143008, 110321920, 120160, 46144, 112288, 118432, 24096, 173728, 186016,
1645120,
k = 6 n = 48 #11780 1730, 18234, 191235, 204740, 215039, 22498, 233, 241 − MD(6, 4),
AUT: 24332, 1360, 12208, 1120, 21014, 51152, 55216, 5896, 37561, 30942, 13212, 9348, 886, 9664, 9124, 23, 672, 1240,
2720, 336, 4144, 29192, 223040, 161536, 76128, 21384, 7288, 220, 32304, 210, 6768, 17512, 2320, 23256, 1576, 13456, 24608,
32048, 186016, 46144, 1645120, 12688, 41024, 24096, 173728, 118432, 112288, 143008, 130965760,
k = 6 n = 49 #4708 1830, 19179, 20931, 212303, 221233, 2330, 242,
AUT: 31016, 156448, 6224, 9454, 1168, 6738, 11262, 9281, 15232, 7348, 5296, 6576, 61152, 7612, 27192, 7264, 366, 114,
272, 636, 131536, 50128, 18384, 16512, 19256, 5768, 22304, 5144, 32048, 3288, 14032, 14608, 61024, 36144, 186016, 24096,
124576, 23072, 112288, 12064384,
k = 6 n = 50 #1907 1924, 20153, 21553, 22978, 23190, 249,
AUT: 4964, 8132, 16516, 61152, 24192, 24032, 4724, 3784, 3602, 166, 1801, 3298, 3612, 5144, 5448, 4196, 372, 1720,
4576, 220, 636, 30128, 19384, 91536, 19256, 12512, 123040, 3768, 13840, 71024, 136864, 14608, 1240, 22048, 1672, 36144,
124576, 218432, 12304, 23072, 14096, 1294912,
k = 6 n = 51 #791 2023, 2199, 22338, 23288, 2443,
AUT: 4332, 2764, 8516, 2496, 16192, 5144, 21344, 71152, 120, 1374, 882, 1612, 241, 66, 1448, 2324, 3648, 136, 372, 2288,
1432, 1576, 2240, 2120, 210, 12512, 16384, 17128, 12256, 71536, 21920, 123040, 13840, 23072, 61024, 5768, 136864, 1672, 1336,
22048, 273728, 36144, 14096, 1884736,
k = 6 n = 52 #340 2116, 2277, 23152, 2491, 254,
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AUT: 996, 1576, 1224, 4916, 1832, 11192, 12128, 812, 14032, 448, 21008, 414, 172, 16, 1120, 210, 8144, 2648, 2288, 1164,
51536, 1720, 9256, 9384, 9512, 1320, 51024, 33840, 21920, 161440, 23072, 4768, 26144, 11344, 2336, 18064, 11152, 112288,
22048, 1294912, 173728, 136864,
k = 6 n = 53 #155 2215, 2343, 2476, 2519, 262,
AUT:532, 1916, 496, 2576, 712, 128, 664, 6128, 524, 5144, 1748, 31008, 84, 1120, 5384, 1320, 14608, 132256, 2288, 4192,
10256, 123040, 172, 71536, 4512, 31024, 13840, 36144, 161440, 12304, 1336, 1768, 110752, 112288, 12688, 198304, 136864,
118432, 1184320,
k = 6 n = 54 #72 239, 2431, 2524, 268,
AUT: 948, 11296, 2192, 296, 332, 212, 272, 4128, 324, 516, 3144,24608, 18, 2384, 2768, 6256, 51536, 210752, 2288, 2512,
21024, 12304, 212288, 16144, 1336, 1294912, 143008, 118432, 1110592, 173728,
k = 6 n = 55 #35 248, 2515, 2611, 271,
AUT: 1720, 4144, 348, 1240, 124, 11152, 1192, 51536, 1768, 1384, 3256, 172, 2512, 312288, 11024, 196, 136864, 12064384,
15376, 173728, 1258048,
k = 6 n = 56 #19 255, 2610, 273, 281 − MD(6, 3),
AUT: 2144, 1240, 15040,1720, 22304, 31536, 1512, 1384, 14608, 173728, 212288, 1258048, 136864, 114450688,
k = 6 n = 57 #10 264, 274, 282,
AUT: 11152, 123040, 1720, 13840, 1110592, 112288, 118432, 173728, 11536, 12064384,
k = 6 n = 58 #5 272, 283,
AUT: 118432, 1184320, 13840, 1688128, 136864,
k = 6 n = 59 #3 282, 291,
AUT: 1516096, 12064384, 136864,
k = 6 n = 60 #2 291, 301 − MD(6, 2),
AUT: 130965760, 1516096,
k = 6 n = 61 #1 301,
AUT: 110321920,
k = 6 n = 62 #1311 − MD(6, 1),
AUT: 1319979520,
k = 6 n = 63 #1 321 − S6,
AUT: 120158709760.
Appendix B. Number of the self-orthogonal projective codes in dimension 5 and 6
k = 5 n = 12 #1 41,
k = 5 n = 15 #2 41, 61,
k = 5 n = 16 #3 41, 61, 81,
k = 5 n = 19 #1 81,
k = 5 n = 20 #1 81,
k = 5 n = 23 #1 81,
k = 5 n = 24 #1 121,
k = 5 n = 31 #1 161,
k = 6 n = 12 #1 41,
k = 6 n = 13 #1 41,
k = 6 n = 14 #2 42,
k = 6 n = 15 #2 42,
k = 6 n = 16 #5 44, 61,
k = 6 n = 17 #4 43, 61,
k = 6 n = 18 #5 42, 62, 81,
k = 6 n = 19 #12 48, 64,
k = 6 n = 20 #17 48, 66, 83,
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k = 6 n = 21 #14 43, 66, 85,
k = 6 n = 22 #19 43, 66, 810,
k = 6 n = 23 #40 46, 69, 825,
k = 6 n = 24 #52 44, 69, 838, 101,
k = 6 n = 25 #42 42, 65, 830, 105,
k = 6 n = 26 #50 42, 64, 831, 1012, 121,
k = 6 n = 27 #89 42, 65, 843, 1034, 125,
k = 6 n = 28 #103 41, 63, 834, 1054, 1211,
k = 6 n = 29 #75 61, 816, 1044, 1214,
k = 6 n = 30 #85 61, 812, 1038, 1234,
k = 6 n = 31 #133 41, 62, 815, 1045, 1270,
k = 6 n = 32 #134 41, 61, 89, 1030, 1287, 145, 161,
k = 6 n = 33 #85 83, 1010, 1263, 149,
k = 6 n = 34 #75 81, 106, 1245, 1422, 161,
k = 6 n = 35 #103 82, 106, 1242, 1446, 167,
k = 6 n = 36 #89 81, 102, 1226, 1449, 1611,
k = 6 n = 37 #50 101, 128, 1427, 1614,
k = 6 n = 38 #42 101, 124, 1416, 1621,
k = 6 n = 39 #53 81, 126, 1413, 1633,
k = 6 n = 40 #41 123, 145, 1631, 182,
k = 6 n = 41 #19 142, 1611, 186,
k = 6 n = 42 #14 141, 165, 186, 202,
k = 6 n = 43 #18 121, 168, 187, 202,
k = 6 n = 44 #13 164, 184, 205,
k = 6 n = 45 #5 182, 203,
k = 6 n = 46 #4 181, 203,
k = 6 n = 47 #8 163, 204, 221,
k = 6 n = 48 #5 203, 221, 241,
k = 6 n = 49 #2 221, 241,
k = 6 n = 50 #1 221,
k = 6 n = 51 #2 201, 241,
k = 6 n = 52 #1 241,
k = 6 n = 55 #1 241,
k = 6 n = 56 #1 281,
k = 6 n = 63 #1 321.
Appendix C. Number of the codes with dual distance 4 in dimension 5 and 6
k = 5 n = 5 #1 11,
k = 5 n = 6 #3 12, 21,
k = 5 n = 7 #3 11, 22,
k = 5 n = 8 #4 11, 23,
k = 5 n = 9 #5 11, 22, 32,
k = 5 n = 10 #4 21, 31, 42,
k = 5 n = 11 #2 31, 41,
k = 5 n = 12 #2 42,
k = 5 n = 13 #1 51,
k = 5 n = 14 #1 61,
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k = 5 n = 15 #1 71,
k = 5 n = 16 #1 81,
k = 6 n = 6 #1 11,
k = 6 n = 7 #4 13, 21,
k = 6 n = 8 #7 13, 24,
k = 6 n = 9 #12 14, 28,
k = 6 n = 10 #24 15, 216, 33,
k = 6 n = 11 #34 14, 218, 311, 41,
k = 6 n = 12 #43 12, 214, 317, 410,
k = 6 n = 13 #47 12, 28, 318, 419,
k = 6 n = 14 #49 11, 27, 310, 428, 53,
k = 6 n = 15 #44 11, 23, 39, 420, 510, 61,
k = 6 n = 16 #48 11, 23, 34, 421, 513, 66,
k = 6 n = 17 #40 11, 22, 33, 49, 516, 68, 71,
k = 6 n = 18 #33 21, 31, 46, 57, 617, 71,
k = 6 n = 19 #25 31, 42, 55, 610, 77,
k = 6 n = 20 #24 42, 52,68, 77, 85,
k = 6 n = 21 #16 52, 63, 77, 84,
k = 6 n = 22 #15 63, 73, 88, 91,
k = 6 n = 23 #9 73, 83, 93,
k = 6 n = 24 #8 84, 92, 102,
k = 6 n = 25 #5 93, 102,
k = 6 n = 26 #4 103, 111,
k = 6 n = 27 #2 112,
k = 6 n = 28 #2 122,
k = 6 n = 29 #1 131,
k = 6 n = 30 #1 141,
k = 6 n = 31 #1 151,
k = 6 n = 32 #1 161.
Appendix D. Projective codes with transitive automorphism groups
b000000000000000 [3,3,1]; A1 = 3, A2 = 3, A3 = 1, AUT: 6
b400000000000000 [4,3,2]; A2 = 6, A4 = 1, AUT: 24
f500000000000000 [6,3,3]; A3 = 4, A4 = 3, AUT: 24
f700000000000000 [7,3,4]; A4 = 7, AUT: 168
b800000000000000 [4,4,1]; A1 = 4, A2 = 6, A3 = 4, A4 = 1, AUT: 24
b804000000000000 [5,4,2]; A2 = 10, A4 = 5, AUT: 120
f880000000000000 [6,4,2]; A2 = 6, A4 = 9, AUT: 72
bc40000000000000 [6,4,2]; A2 = 3, A3 = 8, A4 = 3, A6 = 1, AUT: 48
bc41000000000000 [7,4,3]; A3 = 7, A4 = 7, A7 = 1, AUT: 168
bc43000000000000 [8,4,4]; A4 = 14, A8 = 1, AUT: 1344
bd54000000000000 [9,4,4]; A4 = 9, A6 = 6, AUT: 72
fdd0000000000000 [10,4,4]; A4 = 5, A6 = 10, AUT: 120
fd57000000000000 [12,4,6]; A6 = 12, A8 = 3, AUT: 576
ff77000000000000 [14,4,7]; A7 = 8, A8 = 7, AUT: 1344
fff7000000000000 [15,4,8]; A8 = 15, AUT: 20160
b808000000000000 [5,5,1]; A1 = 5, A2 = 10, A3 = 10, A4 = 5,
A5 = 1, AUT: 120
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b808000400000000 [6,5,2]; A2 = 15, A4 = 15, A6 = 1, AUT: 720
bc48400000000000 [8,5,2]; A2 = 4, A4 = 22, A6 = 4, A8 = 1, AUT: 384
bc48011000000000 [9,5,3]; A3 = 6, A4 = 9, A5 = 9, A6 = 6, A9 = 1, AUT: 72
bc48011400000000 [10,5,4]; A4 = 15, A6 = 15, A10 = 1, AUT: 720
bc48400300000000 [10,5,4]; A4 = 10, A5 = 16, A8 = 5, AUT: 1920
bd58c80000000000 [12,5,4]; A4 = 6, A6 = 16, A8 = 9, AUT: 48
bf48484000000000 [12,5,4]; A4 = 6, A6 = 16, A8 = 9, AUT: 1152
bc4b430000000000 [12,5,4]; A4 = 3, A6 = 24, A8 = 3, A12 = 1, AUT: 2304
bc4b433000000000 [14,5,6]; A6 = 7, A7 = 16, A8 = 7, A14 = 1, AUT: 2688
fdd8d80000000000 [15,5,5]; A5 = 6, A8 = 15, A9 = 10, AUT: 720
fc48155600000000 [15,5,6]; A6 = 10, A8 = 15, A10 = 6, AUT: 720
bc4b43b000000000 [15,5,7]; A7 = 15, A8 = 15, A15 = 1, AUT: 20160
bc4b43b400000000 [16,5,8]; A8 = 30, A16 = 1, AUT: 322560
bc7b730300000000 [18,5,8]; A8 = 9, A9 = 16, A12 = 6, AUT: 1152
bf7b7b4000000000 [20,5,8]; A8 = 5, A10 = 16, A12 = 10, AUT: 1920
bd5f577100000000 [21,5,10]; A10 = 21, A12 = 7, A14 = 3, AUT: 1008
fd5f57f500000000 [24,5,12]; A12 = 28, A16 = 3, AUT: 64512
ff7f77f700000000 [28,5,14]; A14 = 24, A16 = 7, AUT: 64512
fffff7f700000000 [30,5,15]; A15 = 16, A16 = 15, AUT: 322560
fffffff700000000 [31,5,16]; A16 = 31, AUT: 9999360
b808000800000000 [6,6,1]; A1 = 6, A2 = 15, A3 = 20, A4 = 15,
A5 = 6, A6 = 1, AUT: 720
b808000800000004 [7,6,2]; A2 = 21, A4 = 35, A6 = 7, AUT: 5040
bc08000800000800 [8,6,2]; A2 = 12, A4 = 38, A6 = 12, A8 = 1, AUT: 1152
f888000800080000 [9,6,2]; A2 = 9, A4 = 27, A6 = 27, AUT: 1296
bc48400840000000 [10,6,2]; A2 = 5, A4 = 10, A5 = 32, A6 = 10,
A8 = 5, A10 = 1, AUT: 3840
bc08001800208000 [10,6,3]; A3 = 10, A4 = 15, A5 = 12, A6 = 15,
A7 = 10, A10 = 1, AUT: 120
bc48011840001000 [12,6,3]; A3 = 4, A4 = 3, A5 = 12, A6 = 24, A7 = 12,
A8 = 3, A9 = 4, A12 = 1, AUT: 144
fd08080808000800 [12,6,3]; A3 = 8, A4 = 6, A6 = 16, A7 = 24, A8 = 9, AUT: 1152
bc18200880000804 [12,6,4]; A4 = 18, A6 = 24, A8 = 21, AUT: 144
bc48000900014002 [12,6,4]; A4 = 6, A5 = 24, A6 = 16, A8 = 9, A9 = 8, AUT: 1152
bc48010800101002 [12,6,4]; A4 = 15, A6 = 32, A8 = 15, A12 = 1, AUT: 120
bc48400801000801 [12,6,4]; A4 = 15, A6 = 32, A8 = 15, A12 = 1, AUT: 384
bc48400840000003 [12,6,4]; A4 = 15, A6 = 32, A8 = 15, A12 = 1, AUT: 23040
ff08080808080800 [14,6,4]; A4 = 14, A8 = 49, AUT: 56448
fc08101a88208000 [15,6,5]; A5 = 12, A6 = 10, A8 = 15, A9 = 20, A10 = 6, AUT: 120
bc48011c40001440 [15,6,5]; A5 = 6, A6 = 10, A7 = 15, A8 = 15, A9 = 10,
A10 = 6, A15 = 1, AUT: 720
bc88005804208120 [15,6,6]; A6 = 30, A8 = 15, A10 = 18, AUT: 360
bc48011840021084 [15,6,6]; A6 = 25, A8 = 30, A10 = 3, A12 = 5, AUT: 720
bc4b430843000000 [16,6,4]; A4 = 4, A8 = 54, A12 = 4, A16 = 1, AUT: 36864
bc48011c40001442 [16,6,6]; A6 = 16, A8 = 30, A10 = 16, A16 = 1, AUT: 11520
fd48010810501112 [18,6,6]; A6 = 12, A8 = 9, A10 = 36, A12 = 6, AUT: 144
be48851840401030 [18,6,6]; A6 = 6, A8 = 27, A10 = 18, A12 = 12, AUT: 432
bc4b430840303000 [18,6,6]; A6 = 6, A8 = 9, A9 = 32, A10 = 9, A12 = 6, A18 = 1, AUT: 2304
bc48014904115006 [18,6,8]; A8 = 45, A12 = 18, AUT: 2160
bc4b411841209802 [20,6,8]; A8 = 15, A10 = 32, A12 = 15, A20 = 1, AUT: 120
bc4b430840303003 [20,6,8]; A8 = 15, A10 = 32, A12 = 15, A20 = 1, AUT: 23040
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bc4b4308430000b4 [20,6,8]; A8 = 10, A10 = 48, A16 = 5, AUT: 184320
fdd83118d8001000 [21,6,6]; A6 = 7, A10 = 21, A12 = 35, AUT: 5040
bc4b433801909800 [21,6,7]; A7 = 3, A9 = 7, A10 = 21, A11 = 21, A12 = 7,
A14 = 3, A21 = 1, AUT: 1008
bee8150810501112 [21,6,8]; A8 = 21, A12 = 42, AUT: 336
ff48090a10501112 [21,6,8]; A8 = 21, A12 = 42, AUT: 1008
bc7b73084b484000 [24,6,8]; A8 = 6, A12 = 48, A16 = 9, AUT: 1536
bcff430843084300 [24,6,8]; A8 = 6, A12 = 48, A16 = 9, AUT: 110592
bc4b43bc43b40000 [24,6,8]; A8 = 3, A12 = 56, A16 = 3, A24 = 1, AUT: 516096
bc4b433843309801 [24,6,10]; A10 = 12, A12 = 38, A14 = 12, A24 = 1, AUT: 1152
fc48155c400216e2 [24,6,10]; A10 = 24, A12 = 12, A14 = 24, A16 = 3, AUT: 1152
fd58111cc80214c2 [24,6,10]; A10 = 24, A12 = 12, A14 = 24, A16 = 3, AUT: 384
bccbc309483a3214 [27,6,12]; A12 = 27, A14 = 27, A18 = 9, AUT: 1296
bd5c011fe8095442 [27,6,12]; A12 = 36, A16 = 27, AUT: 51840
bdd9c548505a8261 [28,6,12]; A12 = 28, A16 = 35, AUT: 84
fdd8311cd80214c6 [28,6,12]; A12 = 28, A16 = 35, AUT: 40320
ff58191cc84215c2 [28,6,12]; A12 = 28, A16 = 35, AUT: 1344
bc4b43bc43b4b400 [28,6,12]; A12 = 7, A14 = 48, A16 = 7, A28 = 1, AUT: 258048
bf7b7b487b484000 [30,6,10]; A10 = 6, A15 = 32, A16 = 15, A18 = 10, AUT: 23040
bf7bc1585129d802 [30,6,12]; A12 = 15, A16 = 45, A20 = 3, AUT: 360
bcebe3494c383013 [30,6,12]; A12 = 5, A14 = 30, A16 = 15, A18 = 10, A20 = 3, AUT: 720
bccfc70bf4303003 [30,6,12]; A12 = 10, A15 = 32, A16 = 15, A20 = 6, AUT: 23040
bc4b43bc43b4bc40 [30,6,14]; A14 = 15, A15 = 32, A16 = 15, A30 = 1, AUT: 645120
bc4b43bc43b4bc41 [31,6,15]; A15 = 31, A16 = 31, A31 = 1, AUT: 9999360
bc4b43bc43b4bc43 [32,6,16]; A16 = 62, A32 = 1, AUT: 319979520
0227cee327fdeb31 [35,6,16]; A16 = 35, A20 = 28, AUT: 40320
0000bcf7e7efeeb3 [36,6,16]; A16 = 18, A18 = 24, A20 = 18, A24 = 3, AUT: 144
0000bcf7bcf7bcf7 [36,6,16]; A16 = 9, A18 = 48, A24 = 6, AUT: 110592
42a3fee017f6abb5 [36,6,16]; A16 = 27, A20 = 36, AUT: 51840
00b4bcf7bcffff43 [40,6,16]; A16 = 5, A20 = 48, A24 = 10, AUT: 184320
00b7f6f5efafeee5 [42,6,20]; A20 = 42, A24 = 21, AUT: 1008
0000bff7bff7bff7 [42,6,20]; A20 = 21, A21 = 32, A24 = 7, A28 = 3, AUT: 32256
43b7feb6fbeeaff1 [45,6,20]; A20 = 18, A24 = 45, AUT: 2160
0000fff7fff7fff7 [45,6,22]; A22 = 45, A24 = 15, A30 = 3, AUT: 120960
0008fffffffffff7 [48,6,24]; A24 = 60, A32 = 3, AUT: 30965760
00f7f7f7f7f7f7f7 [49,6,24]; A24 = 49, A28 = 14, AUT: 56448
08fffffffffffff7 [56,6,28]; A28 = 56, A32 = 7, AUT: 14450688
8ffffffffffffff7 [60,6,30]; A30 = 48, A32 = 15, AUT: 30965760
fffffffffffffff1 [61,6,30]; A30 = 16, A31 = 32, A32 = 15, AUT: 10321920
fffffffffffffff3 [62,6,31]; A31 = 32, A32 = 31, AUT: 319979520
fffffffffffffff7 [63,6,32]; A32 = 63, AUT: 20158709760
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